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By providing secure remote access to hardware credentials such as smart 
cards, the vSEC:ID Multi Terminal application enables smart card security 
for complex workstations with several terminals as well as cloud based and 
virtual environments. Because the level of communication used is very low, 
the application is not dependent on the type of smart card used and 
therefore works perfectly with many organizations’ legacy systems. 

Overview of vSEC:ID® Multi Terminal 
The functionality provided by the vSEC:ID Multi Terminal is to allow the access to a physical smart 
card connected to a host to a remote PC (or VM). This means that the remote PC will be able to 
use the physical smart card, which is connected to a different host, even though the remote PC 
does not have a smart card physically connected to it. 

The vSEC:ID Multi Terminal installs a Windows service, which acts as a layer between the PC/SC 
layer and the smart card reader driver layer. This service allows the communication between the 
host where the smart card is physically attached to and the remote host which will use the smart 
card. The communication channel between the services is encrypted. 

 

Figure 1: vSEC:ID
®
 Multi Terminal Administration Interface 
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vSEC:ID Multi Terminal Use-Case 
A typical use case where the vSEC:ID Multi Terminal can be used are in environments where a 
user needs to operate on two workstations, workstation A and workstation B, both of which require 
MS Windows smart card logon using the users’ credential stored on his smart card. The user 
accesses workstation B from workstation A. It would only be possible to access workstation B by 
sharing the physical smart card attached to workstation A. This is a problem since the user is 
already logged into workstation A with his smart card and therefore it would not be possible to 
perform an MS Windows smart card logon to workstation B in this type of situation. Using the 
vSEC:ID Multi Terminal application this is possible, since it is possible to share access to a 
physical smart card from one workstation to another, thereby providing all the smart card 
functionality to a workstation even though a smart card is not physically attached to it.   

 

Figure 2: vSEC:ID
®
 Multi Terminal Example – MS Windows Smart Card Logon 

 

Technical Specifications 

 
 

Operating Systems 
 MS Windows XP 

 MS Windows 7 32 & 64 bit 

 MS Windows 8 and 8.1 

 MS Windows 2008 Server (R1 and R2) 

Smart Cards 
 Smart cards supported on MS Windows 

Smart Card Readers 
 PC/SC readers 

 
 
 

Security Features 
 Encrypted channel between physical host and 

remote host 

 


